Abstract: Centrality-dependent double-differential transverse momentum spectra of negatively charged particles (π − , K − andp) at mid-(pseudo)rapidity interval in nuclear collisions are analyzed by the standard distribution in terms of multi-component. The experimental data measured in gold-gold (Au-Au) collisions by the PHENIX Collaboration at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) and in lead-lead (Pb-Pb) collisions by the ALICE Collaboration at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) are studied. The effective temperature, initial temperature, kinetic freeze-out temperature, transverse flow velocity and kinetic freeze-out volume are extracted from the fitting to transverse momentum spectra. We observed, that the mentioned five quantities increase with the increase of event centrality due to the fact that the average transverse momentum increases with the increase of event centrality. This renders that larger momentum (energy) transfer and further multiple-scattering had happened in central centrality.
Introduction
One of the most important questions in high energy collisions is the identification of various phases of dense matter. It is expected to reach a deconfined state of matter (quarks and gluons) at high energy or density. This state of matter is called Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP), which was obtained in the early universe shortly after the big-bang prior to the condensation in hadrons. The characterization of phase transition in finite system is a fascinating multi-disciplinary topic which has been studied for decades [1, 2] within different phenomenological applications. The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) and Large Hadron Collider (LHC) have been providing excellent tools to determine the phase structure of the strongly interacting Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) matter [3, 4, 5] and to study the properties of QGP [6, 7, 8] .
Within the framework of statistical thermal models, it is assumed that the initial stage of collisions of nuclei at the RHIC and LHC [9, 10, 11] gives a tremendous amount of temperature, where a hot and dense "fireball" over an extended region for a very short period of time (almost 10 −22 seconds) is formed. The fireball consists of QGP and it instantly cools which results in the expansion of the system (the change of the volume or density of the system) and the partons recombine into blizzard of hadronic matter [12] . After the hadronization of the fireball, the hadrons continuously interact with each other and the particle number changes. This process results in decrease of temperature and at a certain value where the reaction process stops and the temperature at this point is called the "chemical freeze-out temperature" (T ch ). At the stage of chemical freeze-out, the yield ratios of different types of particles remain invariant [13] .
However, the rescattering process still take place which continues to build up the collective (hydrodynamical) expansion. Resultantly, the matter becomes dilute and the mean free path of the given hadrons for the elastic reaction processes become comparable with the size of the system. At this stage, the rescattering process stops, which results in the decoupling of hadrons from the rest of the system [14] . This stage is called as the kinetic or thermal freeze-out stage, and the temperature at this stage is called the kinetic or thermal freeze-out temperature (T 0 ). After this stage the particle's energy/momentum spectrum is frozen in time and it is the least stage of the system evolution. Meanwhile, at this stage, particle's movement is also affected by the flow effect which should be excluded when one extracts T 0 . To describe the flow effect, one may use the transverse flow velocity β T .
The above discussed T 0 and β T can be extracted from transverse momentum (p T ) spectra of particles. Also, from p T spectra, one can extract the initial temperature T i according to the color string percolation model [15, 16, 17] . Generally, if the flow effect is not excluded in the temperature parameter, this type of temperature is called the effective temperature (T ). At least, three types of temperatures, T , T i and T 0 , can be extracted from p T spectra. Although the yield ratios of different types of particles can be also obtained from the normalizations of p T spectra and then T ch can be also extracted from p T spectra, we mainly extract other three types of temperatures and β T from p T spectra in this paper due to their more pending situations.
In addition, volume is also an important parameter in high energy collisions. The volume occupied by the ejectiles when the mutual interactions become negligible, and the only force they feel is the columbic repulsive force, is known as the kinetic freeze-out volume (V ). There are various freeze-out volumes at various freeze-out stages, but we are only focusing on the kinetic freeze-out volume V in the present work. As we know, V gives the information of the co-existence of phase-transition, and is important in the extraction of multiplicity, micro-canonical heat capacity and it's negative branch or shape of the caloric curves under the thermal constraints [18, 19, 20, 21, 22] . In this paper, the fifth quantity extracted from p T spectra is V . By way of parenthesis, the mean p T , i.e. p T , is also obtained.
The study of three types of temperatures, transverse flow velocity and kinetic freeze-out volume is very wide, interesting and of course a huge project. However, in this paper we will only analyze the centrality dependences of the five quantities in gold-gold (Au-Au) collisions at 200 GeV and in lead-lead (Pb-Pb) collisions at 2.76 TeV. Only the p T spectra of negatively charged pions (π − ) and kaons (K − ) and antiprotons (p) are used in the extraction. These representational spectra are enough to extract the necessary centrality dependences.
The remainder of this paper orderly consists of the method and formalism, results and discussion, and summary and conclusions which are presented in section 2, 3 and 4 respectively.
The method and formalism
Soft excitation and hard scattering processes are the two generally considered processes for the particle production. Soft excitation process contributes in a narrow p T range which is less than 2-3 GeV/c or up to 4-5 GeV/c and is responsible for the production of most of the light flavored particles. The soft excitation process has various choices of formalisms including but are not limited to the Hagedorn thermal model (Statistical-Bootstrap model) [23] , the standard distribution [24] , the blast-wave model with BoltzmannGibbs statistics [25, 26, 27] , the blast-wave model with Tsallis statistics [28, 29, 30] , and current thermodynamical related models [31, 32, 33, 34] . The main contributor to the produced particles is the soft excitation process.
If necessary, for the hard excitation process, there is limited choice of formalisms [35, 36, 37] and can be described by the theory of strong interaction. In fact, the contribution of hard scattering process is parameterized to an inverse power law, i.e. the Hagedorn function [23] 
where p 0 and n are free parameters, and A is the normalized constant related to the free parameters. The inverse power law is obtained from the calculus of QCD [3, 4, 5] , and has at least three revisions, which is out of focus of the present work and will not be discussed further.
Different probability density functions can be used to describe the contributions of soft excitation and hard scattering processes. Due to few fraction and being earlier than the kinetic freeze-out stage, the hard scattering process does not contribute largely to T 0 and β T in general. In fact, the contribution of hard scattering process can be neglected if we study the p T spectra in a narrow range, say p T < 2-3 GeV/c or extending to p T < 4-5 GeV/c, for which only the contribution of soft excitation process is indeed needed. In our opinion, various distributions show similar behaviors in case of fitting the data with acceptable representations, which results in similar p T ( p 2 T ) with different parameters. For the spectra contributed by the soft excitation process, we can choose the standard distribution, as it is very close in concept to the ideal gas model. The standard distribution is the combination of Boltzmann, Fermi-Dirac and Bose-Einstein distributions. The probability density function of the standard distribution in terms of p T at mid-rapidity is generally as [24] :
where C is the normalization constant, V ′ is the fitted kinetic freeze-out volume (in terms of interaction volume) of the emission source at the stage of kinetic freeze-out as discussed above, g is the degeneracy factor for pion and kaon (or proton) and has the value of 3 (or 2), m 0 is the rest mass of the considered particle, S = −1 (+1) is for bosons (fermions), and T is the effective temperature as discussed above.
By considering the experimental rapidity range [y min , y max ] around the mid-rapidity, the accurate form of Eq. (2) is [24] 
T and V ′ in Eqs. (2) and (3) are free parameters. In most cases, the single component standard distribution is not enough for the simultaneous description of lowp T region. So we have to use a two-component standard distribution.
In particular, in some cases, the multi-component (lcomponent) standard distribution has to be used, which can be demonstrated as:
where C i is the normalization constant, k i represents the fraction contributed by the ith component, and T i and V ′ i are free parameter denoted the kinetic freeze-out temperature and volume respectively corresponding to the ith component.
In case of considering both the contributions of soft excitation and hard scattering processes, we use the superposition in principle
where k S is the contribution ratio of soft excitation process. The contribution ranges of the soft excitation and hard scattering processes described by Eq. (5) are intersectant in low-p T region.
Another type of superposition which uses the usual step function θ(x) based on the Hagedorn model [23] is
where A 1 and A 2 are the normalized constants which synthesize
. The contribution ranges of the soft excitation and hard scattering processes described by Eq. (6) are segregative at p T = p 1 .
In the present work, we will study only the first component in Eqs. (5) or (6), because we do not study a very wide p T range. Meanwhile, we use the twocomponent standard distribution, i.e. l = 2 in Eq. (4) in which the first or second components has no particular priority. As probability density functions, Eqs.
(1)-(6) are normalized to 1 naturally. When we compare the probability density functions with the experimental data which appear usually in other forms, a suitable transformation for the probability density function is certainly needed. Considering the treatment of normalization, the real fitted kinetic freeze-out volume should be V ′ i /(C i k i ) which will be simply used in the following section as the symbols,
3 Results and discussion Figure 1 presents the event centrality dependent double differential p T spectra, (1/2πp T )d 2 N/dp T dy, of the identified particles (π − , K − andp) produced in Au-Au collisions at √ s N N = 200 GeV in the midpseudorapidity interval of |η| < 0.35, where N and y stands for the number of particles and rapidity respectively. The symbols are the the experimental data measured by the PHENIX Collaboration [38] . The spectra of centralities 0-5%, 5%-10%, 10%-15%, 15-20%, 20-30%, 30-40%, 40-50%, 50-60%, 60-70%, 70-80% and 80-92% in the three panels are multiplied by 20, 10, 5, 2.5, 1.5, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 and 1, respectively. In addition, the spectra of centralities 15-20%, 20-30%, 30-40%, 40-50%, 50-60%, 60-70%, 70-80% and 80-92% in panel (a) are re-multiplied by 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.45, 0.3, 0.24, 0.17 and 0.15 respectively. The curves are our fitting results by using the two-component standard distribution, Eq. (4) with l = 2. The substantially togethered event centralities, the values of free parameters (T 1 , T 2 , V 1 and V 2 ), χ 2 and the number of degree of freedom (ndof) are listed in Table 1 . One can see the well approximate description of the model results to the experimental data of the PHENIX Collaboration in special p T ranges in high energy Au-Au collisions at the RHIC. Figure 2 is the same as Fig. 1 but it gives the results 
Figure
Particle for π − , K − andp in different centrality bins in PbPb collisions at 2.76 TeV in the mid-rapidity interval |y| < 0.5. The experimental data of the ALICE Collaboration is represented by the symbols [39] , where as the spectra of Pb-Pb is scaled by the factor of 2 n and n changes from 9 to 0 with the change of event centrality such as from 0-5% to 80-90%. The related parameters and the existed centralities are listed together in Table  1 . One can see the well approximate description of the model results to the experimental data of the ALICE Collaboration in special p T ranges in high energy PbPb collisions at the LHC.
To study the change trend of parameters with centrality, Fig. 3 shows the dependence of effective temperature on centrality for the productions of π − , K [39] , where the spectra are scaled by factors 2 n and n changes from 9 to 0 as the event centrality changes from 0-5% to 80-90%.
participants in interactions, while they decrease from central to peripheral collisions. The effective temperatures in collisions at the LHC in different centrality bins are higher than those at the RHIC due to more energy deposition in collisions at the LHC. Figure 4 is the same to Fig. 3 , however, it shows the result for the dependence of kinetic freeze-out volume V in events with different centralities C, where V = V 1 +V 2 due to the additivity of volume. One can see that the kinetic freeze-out volume decreases from central to peripheral collisions, as the number of participant nucleons decreases from central to peripheral collisions depending on the interaction volume. Due to large number of binary collisions by the rescattering of partons, the system with more participants reaches quickly to equilibrium state, but the decreases in centrality, the decreases the number of participants and the system goes slowly to equilibrium state. The large volume and more number of participants in the central collisions may indicate the occupation of super-dense hadronic matter, but of course further and more complete information about the local energy density of super-hadronic matter is needed to study the possible phase transition of QGP. The figure shows a volume differential scenario too. The heavier the particle is, the smaller the kinetic freeze-out volume has, which shows the early freeze-out of heavier particles as compared to the lighter particles and suggests different freeze-out surfaces for different particles. Such result can be found in literature [40, 41] .
The dependence of mean transverse momentum p T in different centrality events is shown in Fig. 5 . The symbols represent p T for different particles obtained Table 1 . One can see that p T decreases from central to peripheral Au-Au and Pb-Pb collisions for all particle species, and it may be caused due to decreasing the participant nucleons from central to peripheral collisions and this result is similar to ref. [42] . It is also important to notice thatp spectra exhibit a concave shape in the peripheral events, which is well described by the power law parametrization as observed in ref. [43] , but this curvature decreases with the increasing centrality and it leads to an almost exponential dependence on p T for the most central collisions. Furthermore, p T for heavier particle is larger than that for lighter ones, and p T at LHC energy is slightly larger than that at RHIC energy. The increase of p T in central collisions and with the massive mass of the particle may indicate the collective radial flow, and the same behavior is observed at a few GeV [44] and more than 10 GeV [45] . Figure 6 is the same to Fig. 5 , however it demonstrates the result for the initial temperature T i , where T i is obtained by the root-mean-square p T divide by √ 2, i.e. p 2 T /2 according to the color string percolation model [15, 16, 17] parameter values listed in Table 1 . The mass differential temperature scenario is also observed. It is necessary to point out that the initial temperature obtained in this work is larger than the effective temperature which is in agreement with the order of time evolution of interacting system. Table 1 , where
, where p z is longitudinal momentum and its distribution can be obtained according to p T distribution if we assume isotropic emission in the source rest frame [46] between (c) β T and β T are presented in Fig. 8 . One can see that T 0 and β T decrease with the increase of C, T 0 increases with the increase of β T , which renders that central collisions display higher excitation and quicker expansion than peripheral collisions due to more energy deposition in central collisions.
It should be noted that T 0 shown in Fig. 8 is larger than 160-170 MeV which is regarded as the chemical freeze-out temperature T ch of phase transition from hadronic matter to QGP. As expectation, T 0 should be less than or equal to T ch due to time evolution. The difference between our results and T ch is regarded as different "thermometers" (methods) used in the extraction of temperature. In our opinion, an unified "thermometer" (method) should be used in the extraction of temperature. Or, one may find a relation to convert one temperature to another one, as what one did between Celcius Temperature and degree Fahrenheit.
Meanwhile, there is a positive correlation between T 0 and β T as shown in Fig. 8(c) . Some studies show negative correlation between T 0 and β T when one uses the blast-wave model [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30] . At present, one could not decide which correlation is correct. In our opinion, for a given p T spectrum, T 0 and β T are negatively correlative if one uses the blast-wave model which gives a large T 0 to correspond to a small β T . However, for a set of p T spectra with varying centralities and energies, the situation is dissimilar. The present work uses an alternative method to extract T 0 and β T and obtains a positive correlation.
In addition, one can see some fluctuations in Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8. These fluctuations have no particular physics meaning, but reflect the statistical and/or systematical fluctuations in the data itself. Although there are fluctuations in the dependences of parameters on centrality, one can see the general decreasing trend of parameters with decreasing the centrality. The considered parameters have similar trend due to their consistent meaning on the energy deposition which is reflected in terms of excitation and expansion degree.
Both the mean transverse momentum p T and initial temperature T i are obtained from p T spectra. The relation of p T and T i is certainly positive correlation. Figure 9 shows this correlation. One can see that p T increases with the increase of T i . This correlation is natural due to T i is defined by p 2 T /2. One can also see that p 2 T /2 increases with the increase of collision energy and the size of system, but the later has a very small effect, so we can neglect it. pothesis of the effective energy for the particle production [51, 52, 53, 54] .
In the considered Au-Au collisions at 200 GeV and Pb-Pb collisions at 2.76 TeV, the decreasing trend of temperatures and kinetic freeze-out volume from central to peripheral collisions renders that more energy deposition and then higher excitation and quicker expansion in central collisions. Some studies [9, 13, 55, 56, 57] which use other methods such as the blast-wave model show that the kinetic freeze-out temperature in central collisions is less than that in peripheral collisions, though this opposite result can be explained as longer freeze-out time in central collisions.
Indeed, the kinetic freeze-out temperature and transverse flow velocity and other quantities are modeldependent. We notice that the current blast-wave model uses a small or almost zero transverse flow velocity in peripheral collisions and obtains a larger kinetic freezeout temperature in peripheral collisions comparing to that in central collisions. If we use a large transverse flow velocity in peripheral collisions, we can obtain a smaller kinetic freeze-out temperature in peripheral collisions comparing to that in central collisions [58] .
In addition, the kinetic freeze-out temperature T 0 and transverse flow velocity β T are also transverse momentum range dependent. In our opinion, to obtain the parameters as accurately as possible, we should use the transverse momentum range as accurately as possible. The transverse momentum range should not be too narrow or too wide. A too narrow transverse momentum range will exclude the contributions of some particles which should be included. A too wide transverse momentum range will include the contributions of some particles which should be excluded. In fact, model-and p T -range-independent T 0 and β T are ideal.
Generally, the mean transverse momentum p T and the root-mean-square transverse momentum p 2 T are model-independent. Obtaining the initial temperature by T i = p 2 T /2 is a suitable treatment which is regardless of model, though it is from the color string percolation model [15, 16, 17] . It is expected that T 0 and β T are related to p T , which results in model-independent T 0 and β T .
As what we did in our recent work [59] , let T 0 ≡ k p T /2 and β T ≡ (1 − k) p T /2m, where k is a parameter which can be approximately taken to be 0.3 − 0.01 ln( √ s N N ) ( √ s N N is in the units of GeV) [60] , 1/2 is used due to both contributions of projectile and target participants, and m denotes the mean energy of the considered particles in the source rest frame. If p T -range is wide enough, T 0 and β T are also p T -rangeindependent.
If we use T 0 by the above new definition instead of the intercept in the linear relation between T and m 0 , the mean T 0 (∼ 0.10 − 0.12 GeV) obtained from Fig.  9 is obviously less than that in the present work which is too large comparing to others. Meanwhile, if we use β T by the above new definition instead of the slope in the linear relation between p T and m, the mean β T (∼ 0.23 − 0.28 c) obtained from Fig. 9 is less than those in the present work. Regardless of size, the new definitions of T 0 and β T are model-independent.
Before summary and conclusions, we would like to point out that this paper fits only the transverse momentum spectra measured from collisions with varying centralities by the two-component standard distribution. Some centrality dependence of related parameters are found. In our recent work [60, 61, 62, 63] , we have fitted the spectra measured from collisions with varying energies by the (two-component) standard distribution and/or Tsallis statistics. Some spectra are from small system size and others are from large system size. The related parameters are found to depend also on energy and the larger nucleus in projectile and target nuclei.
In particular, with the increasing energy, the kinetic freeze-out temperature increases quickly from a few GeV to around 10 GeV and then slowly or slightly from around 10 GeV to more than 10 TeV. This implies that around 10 GeV is a special energy at which the interaction mechanism had happened. In fact, the collision system undergone from baryon-dominated to meson-dominated final state [64] . This implies that the critical energy of phase transition from hadronic matter to QGP is possibly existent at around 10 GeV.
The dependence on the larger nucleus in projectile and target nuclei is consistent to the dependence on centrality. This implies possibly that there is a critical size from small to large system, and from peripheral to central collisions. The data measured by the NA61/SHINE Collaboration [65] show that the nucleon number in projectile or target nucleus on the onset of deconfinement is ≈ 10. Meanwhile, the energy on the onset of deconfinement is ≈ 10 GeV. This double 10 signature is very interesting and should be studied further by various models and methods in future.
We have studied three types of temperatures, namely the effective temperature, initial temperature, and kinetic freeze-out temperature, in this paper. Although the three types of temperatures are extracted from the transverse momentum spectra, they have different physics meanings. The effective temperature is obtained directly from the fit function, which describes together the degree of the thermal motion and flow effect at the stage of kinetic freeze-out. In the case of excluding the contribution of flow effect from the effective temperature, we expect to obtain the kinetic freeze-out temperature which describes only the thermal motion. The initial temperature in this paper is quoted directly from the color string percolation model [15, 16, 17] , which is expected to describe the excitation degree of initial state.
It is regretful that the chemical freeze-out temperature is not discussed in this paper, though it has wider applications and discussions in literature [66, 67, 68] .
The chemical freeze-out temperature describes the excitation degree of collision system at the stage of chemical freeze-out. Generally, the chemical freeze-out temperature can be obtained from the ratio of particle yields, and can be used to map the phase diagram with the chemical potential. In the extensive statistics and/or axiomatic/generic non-extensive statistics [66, 67, 68] , one may discuss the chemical and/or kinetic freeze-out parameters systematically.
Summary and conclusions
The main observations and conclusions are summarized here.
(a) The transverse momentum spectra of π − , K − andp at mid-(pseudo)rapidity produced in different centrality events in Au-Au collisions at 200 GeV and Pb-Pb collisions at 2.76 TeV have been analyzed. The experimental data measured by the PHENIX and ALICE Collaborations are fitted by the two-component standard distribution in which the temperature concept is quite close to the ideal gas model. (b) The effective temperature, initial temperature, kinetic freeze-out temperature, transverse flow velocity and mean transverse momentum increase with the increase of event centrality from central to peripheral collisions, which results in higher excitation degree and quicker expansion velocity in central collisions. The kinetic freeze-out volume increase with the increase of event centrality from central to peripheral collisions due to more number of participant nucleons taking part in central collisions.
(c) The mass dependent differential effective temperature, initial temperature, kinetic freeze-out volume and mean transverse momentum are observed. The kinetic freeze-out temperature and transverse flow velocity extracted in this paper does not show mass dependent differential scenario due to the reason of methodology. Many quantities are model or method dependent.
(d) The formation of similar system is possible in the most peripheral nucleus-nucleus collisions at high energy and in the most central nucleus-nucleus collisions at low energy. This observation confirms the hypothesis of the effective energy for the particle production. There are many similarities in high energy collisions.
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